Bells & Tingsha
Dragon gong 5”

1

Reproduction of a traditional Chinese temple
gong with a small hanging
hammer. This gong creates
a pleasant harmony when
rung. Hammer sizes may
vary. Bronze. 2 3/4” x 5”.

$17.95

Brass Hand bell 4”
A clear toned brass bell
with decorative scalloped
outer bell and slender
handle. Brass. 4”

$7.95

FB026

FB101

Brass Hand bell 3”
A clear toned brass bell
with sleek, gentle curves
and just the barest minimum of decoration near the
lip. Brass. 3” x 1 1/2”

$4.95

FB102A

Pentagram Hand bell 6”
Pentagram Altar Bell 2 1/2”
Triquetra Altar Bell 2 1/2”
This delightful bell, crafted
Hear the light, ringing song
Engraved with triqueof brass, mingles decorative
of this small silver-plated
tra and Celtic knot work
purposes with functional
bell and incorporate it in
designs on opposing sides,
magnificently. 5” x 2 1/2”
your magic. 2 1/2” x 1 3/4”
this altar bell is perfectly
sized for use on your altar
or within your ritual space.
Many show signs of wear. 2

$8.95

$7.95

FB104P

FB105A

$6.95

FB105B

Triple Moon Altar Bell 2 1/2”
Unadorned altar bell 2 1/2”
Om altar bell 2 1/2”
Small and portable, the
Unadorned and all the more
Plated in silver and entriple moon altar bell design
beautiful for it, these silvergraved with the Hindu Om
can serve to invoke the
plated bells come are a fansymbol, this altar bell’s
goddess with grace, with
tastic addition to any altar
gentle ringing tone is great
its light ringing calling her
space, with a high ringing
for clarity, cleansing and
attention to your ritual. 2
tone and simple design. 2
meditation. 2 1/2” x 1 3/4”
1/2” x 1 3/4”
1/2” x 1 3/4”

$7.95

$15.95

$7.95

FB105C

Moon altar bell 5”
Representing the goddess with the triple moon
symbol, this altar bell is a
powerful and lovely tool
for your altar space and
ceremonies. 5” x 2 1/4”

FB106C

Celestial Bell String Asst 1/2”
Brass Bell 3/4”
This string of little bells
is sold by the strand for
decor and magic more than
sound, They are on a knotted cord of 10 or more bells.
string colors vary. Bells are
1/2”. Strings range from

$3.95

FB4410A

FB105D

$3.95

FB106G

FB7517

FB105E

$5.95

FB215

Chrome Bell 3/4”
Coming in various styles,
Coming in various styles,
these small bells ring with a
these small bells ring with a
high, clear tone. Sizes vary
high, clear tone. Sizes vary
slightly. Brass. 3/4”
slightly. Chrome Plated
Brass. 3/4”

$0.75

FB516A

Celestial Bells 1 1/2”
Bronze Tibetan Hand Bell 5”
These small bells have
The ringing of this tradibeen artistically lacquered
tional bell brings harmony
with the image of stars and
to everything around it,
moons to leave you fully in
helping to balance both
the embrace of the celestial
positive and negative enerrealms. Sold individually. 1
gies. 5” x 2 1/2”
1/2” x 1”

$2.75

$7.95

Brass Two Tone Bell 2”
4 1/2” Harmony Bell
A small bell with a high
Decorative Harmony Bells
clear tone and an underwith rope Cord. Approxistated decoration formed by
mately 5” Bell Height, 4”
selectively plated chrome.
Bell Diameter, 9.5” Total
Chrome Plated Brass. 2”
Height.

$33.95

FBT41

$0.95

FB516NA

5 1/2” Blue Tibetan Bell (note E)
The ringing of this traditional bell brings harmony
to everything around it,
helping to balance both
positive and negative energies. Tuned to the note of
“E”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.

$39.95

FBT41B

5 1/2” Green Tibetan Bell (note D)
5 1/2” Orange Tibetan Bell (note C)
5 1/2” Red Tibetan Bell (note F)
The ringing of this tradiThe ringing of this tradiThe ringing of this traditional bell brings harmony
tional bell brings harmony
tional bell brings harmony
to everything around it,
to everything around it,
to everything around it,
helping to balance both poshelping to balance both poshelping to balance both
itive and negative energies.
itive and negative energies.
positive and negative enerTuned to the note of “D”.
Tuned to the note of “C”.
gies. Tuned to the note of
Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.
Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.
“F”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.

$39.95

FBT41G

$39.95

FBT41O

$39.95

FBT41R
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5 1/2” Sea Blue Tibetan Bell (note A)
5 1/2” Violet Tibetan Bell (note B)
5 1/2” Yellow Tibetan Bell (note G)
The ringing of this tradiThe ringing of this tradiThe ringing of this traditional bell brings harmony
tional bell brings harmony
tional bell brings harmony
to everything around it,
to everything around it,
to everything around it,
helping to balance both poshelping to balance both
helping to balance both positive and negative energies.
positive and negative eneritive and negative energies.
Tuned to the note of “A”.
gies. Tuned to the note of
Tuned to the note of “G”.
Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.
“B”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.
Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall.

$39.95

FBT41S

$39.95

FBT41V

Wiccan Altar Bell 5”
Dragon Tingsha Cymbals 3”
Made of brass, these Wiccan
Also known as ting-sha,
Altar bells are a lovely addithese Tibetan symbols are
tion to your altar and ritual
used for prayer and ritual.
crafts, used to clear negative
The unique sound they
energies or to invoke the
make is said to aid in deep
Goddess. 5” x 2 1/2”
meditation, and to provide
healing vibrations.

$8.95

FBWIC

$35.95

FCD3

$39.95

FBT41Y

Chrome Health balls 1 1/2”
Our chrome plated health
balls are packaged in beautiful silk box with faux bone
toggle closure. Comes with
an instruction card. 1 1/2”

$19.95

FHB281

Yin Yang health balls 1 1/2”
Dragon & Phoenix health balls 1 1/2”
Here are two cloisonné Yin
Here are two cloisonné
Yang balls presented in a
Dragon &amp; Phoenix
storage box. Gently weightballs presented in a stored chiming therapy balls for
age box. Gently weighted
exercising the hands. Comes
chiming therapy balls for
with an instruction card. 1
exercising the hands. Comes
1/2”.
with an instruction card. 1

$18.95

FHB282

$19.95

FHB284
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